A Note from the Directors...
On Monday morning the cast came together for the first time to create the
performance you are watching tonight. We had a wonderful and inspiring
time sharing the people who our cast and acta friends believe are heroes.
The community cast then working with the directors, turned these stories
into theatrical scenes. As always, we have been amazed and humbled by
the commitment, energy, enthusiasm and talent of the cast.
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They are our heroes.
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The Cast
Kirsty Ireland - Ringmaster Roxy
Aged 11, Kirsty joined acta; since she has performed in shows from Gas Girls to Redcliffe
Stories to Lost but not Forgotten, and many more. With a keen interest in performing, Kirsty
has recently graduated from Falmouth University with a degree in Acting. “acta has been a
home away from home. A safe place to meet and create; for most of my life.”
Mandy Wrightson - Mandy
Growing up in Bristol, Mandy started at acta as just a child. She has continued to perform in
many shows, including 2019's “Clippies”. Now, as a mother herself, to a six-year-old daughter
and three-year-old-son, she still enjoys coming to acta to perform and learn new things.
Vicki Vowles - Miss Mary Heath
“I really didn’t know if I’d be any good…but I love performing” says Vicki, of her first experience
performing Sailor’s Tales here at acta. As a carer herself, she found her Hero, Mary, very
moving: “The love Mary had for the children in her care was amazing.” Vicki especially enjoys
seeing other performers flourish at acta, and being part of the community.
Sam Measor - Musician
A keen creative, Sam enjoys art, photography and writing music, alongside her job as a
nursery practitioner, here in Bristol. Since joining acta in 2018, and taking part in numerous
shows, her confidence has grown. “I feel that I can be myself. Everyone is very supportive and
accepting, and I have found great friends here.”
Aiden Connor – The Stories of Harry Blanchard Wood & Paul Stephenson
Aged seven, Aiden knew he loved performing. With the role of King Louis bestowed to him, at
a school production of The Jungle Book in his hometown, Aberdeen, Aiden loved it! Two years
later, Aiden first performed in “Dangerous Engagement” at acta - and many more to follow.
Jake Bristow – The Stories of Harry Blanchard Wood & Paul Stephenson
A 2010 college production of “Bouncers” sparked Jake’s love for performing. Around the same
time, Jake was involved in acta, and has since been in many shows, including the recent
“Clippies”. A professional gardener, Jake also loves music, as well as dramatic interests here at
acta. “I wanted to perform this hero, because they cared to put themselves on the line.”
Aleksandra Bekasova - The Story of my Grandmother
Aleks first joined acta five years ago, and since, has been in many shows including our recent
Films from Lockdown. Aleks’ hero in her performance tonight is her grandmother, who took
care of her when her parents died. “acta in a very important place for me. The support and
the amazing people.”
Jawahar De Sousa - Mystic Mike
Originally born in Goa, Jawahar joined acta in 2018, taking part in Plastic Fantastic as well as
Tall Storeys. Now, a local to Bedminster, Jawahar is actively involved in the local community,
and continues to come to acta to have fun and explore acting from a community perspective.
Betty Morris - Herself
Born and bred in Redcliffe, Bristol, Betty first enjoyed performing at school. She has been
involved in many plays at acta, and "loves everything I do, and the friendships of the people
there". Betty was keen to perform tonight, stating now is the "right time for this to happen".

The Cast
Hiba Elhindi - The Story of Melket Aldar Mohamed
Born in Sudan, Hiba has always been passionate about the creative arts. After moving to the
UK in 2014, she has provided creative opportunities for adults & children across Bristol and
the Sudanese Community. 2016 saw Hiba join acta, since, she has joined the Board in 2017,
and from 2018 has been a treasured member of the acta staff team as an acta associate.
Muzon - The Story of Melket Aldar Mohamed
Muzon, 12, enjoys participating in workshops and performing with acta’s Sudanese Youth
Theatre with Hiba, and this will be her first time here at acta. With an interest in Sudanese
Culture and Heritage, she loved learning more about her hero.
Lena - The Story of Melket Aldar Mohamed
Born in Sudan, Lena's childhood has been filled with happy memories; of a place where
"everyone is very nice and friendly. They like to impress you with food." She loves performing,
as it allows her to showcase her skills and explore the feelings of others. She feels her Hero is
very important, as “she stopped something that she felt needed to be stopped.”
Cerys Phillips – Jackie; Mary Heath's Foster Child
Swansea born Cerys moved to Bristol in 2000. 16 years later, at acta’s Play in Three Days, this
sparked an interest in theatre. She is soon to apply for Drama School, having just completed
a course at East 15 Acting School. “I continue coming back to acta as I love the family
atmosphere and working with people from all walks of life.”
Cathy Beedie - Leonie the Lion Tamer
Originally from Aberdeenshire, Cathy joined acta’s Rapport group in Oct 2019, and took part in
the weekly Zoom sessions, which “became the highlight of my week through that strange,
stuck-at- home, time”. She also participated in acta’s Arts Trail a few weeks ago. “I have enjoyed
every bit of my time at acta which makes it impossible to resist coming back.”
Monica Vieru - Tanya the Tight Rope Walker
At 18, Monica studied Drama & Film at University; sparking a real interest in performing. Born
in Romania, Monica has also lived in Spain, Germany, Argentina and now the UK, and has
since joined acta’s Rapport company in 2019. It is the artistic creativity that brings Monica to
acta, adding that “life is all about balance”.
Anita Frith - Karen Smith
Always the “Joker”, Anita has the gift of being able to make people laugh. Since retiring from
social care, Anita balances her large family life with an active involvement at acta. From
Crossroads to High & Dry and many more, she enjoys the challenge, creativity and company
here at acta. Her hero, Karen, she found extremely committed and creative; keeping the
Memory Café alive during difficult times.
Beth Siddall - Award Ceremony Host
“I’ve loved performing ever since I can remember”. Born in 1997 in Bristol, Beth enjoyed
growing up in such an interesting and diverse city. Her love for performance led her to East 15
Acting School, where she has recently graduated.

